Lateral Ventricular Volume Asymmetry Predicts Poor Outcome After Spontaneous Intracerebral Hemorrhage.
Midline shift (MLS) has been a known predictor for prognosis after spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), whereas it is secondary to lateral ventricular compression. In this study, we investigated whether lateral ventricular volume (LVV) asymmetry caused by ventricular compression was independently associated with poor outcome of ICH. We retrospectively studied clinical patients with spontaneous ICH from January 2010 to January 2017. LVV was calculated using slicer software. LVV ratio (LVR) was then determined to quantitatively evaluate LVV asymmetry, and its relationship with poor outcome was tested by logistic regression model. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed to identify the optimized baseline LVR cutoff point to predict poor outcome. 188 patients were included, of whom 41% (77/188) experienced a poor outcome. Multivariate logistic regression analysis identified baseline LVR as an independent predictor for poor outcome after ICH. The predictive value of baseline LVR was confirmed by ROC analysis (area under the curve = 0.742; P < 0.001). The optimized baseline LVR cutoff point was 3.7, with a sensitivity of 64.9% and specificity of 80.2%. Using LVR >3.7 as an exposure factor yielded an odds ratio of 7.49 (P < 0.001), and a risk ratio of 2.98 (P < 0.001). LVV asymmetry was associated with clinical prognosis after ICH, and high LVR (>3.7) might independently predict poor outcome.